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The "Old Ways" are kept alive at the annual SWAMPFEST, held at
Playcard Environmental Center in Horry County.
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The art of quilting is of many exhibits at SWAMPFEST, held at Playcard
Environmental Center.

A variety of farm animals are on display each year . This horse is rigged to
pull a wagon .
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QUERIES
Bill Mosley, 3923 Heartland Way, Turlock, CA 95382 Tel 209-667-4295: Looking for help
in researching the TODD family which includes Chestnut TODD, b. 1807, who m. Ann
Elizabeth EDGE, b. 2834.
Euel Akins, 1204 Walthour Road, Savannah, GA 31410, 1-912-8897-0777: I am looking for
the custodian of the Antioch Cemetery near Loris, SC. I would like to contact anyone with
knowledge or responsibility of this cemetery.
Dennis E. Todd, 1113 Pine Street, Cayce, SC 29033: Would like any additional information
about the execution of Dennis TODD (IRQ, Summer, 1994, p. 9+). Would also like
information about (1) Orilla FOWLER (1855-1897) whom. James Thomas ANDERSON; (2)
Daniel B. HOLMES (ca1809-1868); and the parents of James TODD (1804-1847).
Diane Jordan, P. 0. Box 2686, Blairsville, GA 30512: Wishes to correspond with anyone
who has information about the FLOYD family of Horry County.
Mari L. Pope, 2471 Warfield Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32218: I am descended through Edward
Pinckney MOORE and Solomon SMITH of Horry and Georgetown Counties. I believe my
MOORE line originated in Horry County. Who can help?

Ms. Betty Legare', P. 0. Box 56, Jupiter, FL 33468: My grandfather's name was Alfred Keith
LEGARE' [as shown on] his statement of service to the US Coast Guard for his captain's license
application. He was master of the Leila, a eight ton sailing vessel. He also states that he was
master of this vessel from Dec. 3, 1898 to July,1914. He married Sallie Edna ANDERSON on
Dec. 23 1897, in Bucksville, SC. I think he and my grandmother met each other on one of his
stops at Bucksport. My grandfather was from Charleston, SC. He and my grandmother moved
to Georgetown, SC, after their marriage. I am very interested in finding out about my
grandmother and her family. I would also like to have any records of the Leila, including who
owned her.

HORRY COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Sponsors for 1995
Mr. Franklin G. Burroughs
The Rev. and Mrs. Sydney L. Goldfinch
Miss Sadie Hardee
Mr. R. A. Wesner
Patrons for 1995
Mrs. Laura J. Q. Jordan
Mrs. Ann Childress Long
Mr. and Mrs. R. Grant Singleton
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NEWS FROM THE HISTORY DEPARTMENT
AT COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Compiled by Samuel A. Syme, Jr.
For the first time, the Department of History at Coastal Carolina University has a home it
can call its own. Located in the recently dedicated Eldred E. Prince Building, which was
constructed with funds provided by the Horry County Higher Education Commission, the
Department has a suite of faculty offices surrounding a commons area and secretarial space.
Four adjacent classrooms and a conference room are designated primarily for departmental use.
During the Spring Semester, the department is offering 38 classes and seminars in a variety
of areas, for both history majors and for those students seeking to meet general university
requirements. Among these is a course presented by visiting professor John McDonald on the
Holocaust. John is a senior lecturer in history at Britain's University of Northampton. Two
other courses offered in the department for the first time include New World Empires and the
History of Canada.
The members of the Department continue with a variety of activities, which include
research, publication and travel. Roy Talbert, the departmental chair, has recently published the
centennial history of Florence's Willcox law firm, No Greater Legacy. With new information on
the Pee Dee area, especially railroads and timber, from the 1880s to World War One, the book is
available in local college and public libraries. Talbert has the 1870 Horry County census ready
for publication. The cost of printing will be $4,500 and he is looking for financial help.
Interested contributors should contact him at 349-2622. Talbert's next project is to be the history
of Coastal Carolina University. He is especially interested in hearing from people who have
materials and memories of the young institution in the 1950s and 1960s. He can be reached at
the above number.
Charles Joyner continues to develop an enviable list of publications and presentations, and
has recently traveled to a number of points in the United States and as well to Montreal, Canada,
and Sydney, Australia. James Farsolas, who specializes in the history of Russia, Eastern
Europe and the Balkans, has published an article in a Greek journal dealing with an episode from
the Revolution of 1821.
Several faculty members have traveled recently in connection with their academic activities.
Sam Syme attended the Annual Meeting of the Southern Historical Association in Louisville last
November and Bea Hardy attended the Annual Meeting of the American Historical Association
in Chicago a few weeks ago. Bea is also the Sixth District Coordinator for South Carolina
National History Day, although she says it is uncertain at this point if enough interest will be
generated for the March 25th competition. Ken Townsend has returned from a research trip to
the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library in Hyde Park, New York, and several other faculty members
have trips planned for later in the spring and summer, including research in Cape Breton, Nova
Scotia, and the faculty led six hour, upper level credit course to England and France during the
summer.
The Department is very proud of its new facilities. Stop in to see us, if you can.
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MEMORIES OF PLAYCARD SWAMP
by Doston Clio Johnson

Compiled and written by Annie Grace Holt Johnson, his loving and devoted
wife. Special thanks to Becky for her assistance in publication.
Illustrations by Annie Grace Holt Johnson.

© 1994
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any manner
without the written permission of the publisher.

This is a true account of some things which happened in my life on Playcard Swamp.
Some are legends passed down from my forefathers.
Tim.es were hard for many years, but never hard enough to drive me away from
Playcard Swamp and its memories. It is a place I will always call home.

Doston Clio Johnson
March 1, 1994
This book is dedicated to my loving family who also have grown to love Playcard as
much as I do:
Annie Grace, my wife; Rachel, Marjorie, Walter, Rebecca, Phyllis, and Vicki, my
children.

Materials for publication in the IRQ are welcomed and may be submitted to:
The IRQ Editor, The Horry County Historical Society, P. 0. Box 2025, Conway, SC 29526
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Early Grant on Playcard Swamp
In 17 51, William Ridgeway applied for a warrant for 200 acres of land on Play card
Swamp. From: Expansion ofSouth Carolina, 1720-1765 by: Robert L. Meriwether
In 1751, William Ridgeway had a grant on Playcard Swamp. It was the first grant
discovered in the western or northern part of Horry County. See: The Independent
Republic by: Dr. A. Goff Bedford

How Playcard Swamp Got Its Name
As Retold by Old Settlers and Passed Down from Generation to Generation
A long time ago, when all roads were of dirt, no bridges, and miles between homes,
life was very different. Old settlers were very stem, set in their ways, and hardened by
hyears of hardships. They frowned on playing cards, especially. Playing cards was
considered a great sin and was condemned by the majority of people. So, playing cards
was done secretly.
One day some men started a card game on a lonely dirt road on the banks of the run
of Playcard Swamp. The water was black and deep. One of the men was caught cheating
in the card game. The others became very angry. They seized the man and threw him into
the water. He was drowned in the run of PlaycardSwamp at the site of the old bridge.
This is how Playcard Swamp got its name. This must have happened before 1751, when
grants were given to William Ridgeway for property on Playcard Swamp.

My Earliest Memories of Play card
My father bought Playcard Swamp property when I was
seven years old in 1919. It was much different then. There were
large pine trees, dogwoods, oaks, hickory, black and sweet gum,
poplar, and maple trees on it. Many cherry trees grew where
Playcard Center stands today.
In the woods, we found plenty of hickory nuts,
huckleberries, sparkleberries and plums. Many squirrels, foxes,
raccoons, possums, wildcats, owls and whippoorwills were seen
roaming the swamp. We also caught many fish in Playcard
Swamp. My favorite fishing hole was just below the old bridge. There were plenty of
"pike" there. We used cut baits of salt pork instead of worms.
We also had our own swimming hole, called the "Cat Hole." It is located on the run of
Playcard south of the mill dam. Back then, it was very deep. Most of the children would
gather there on Sunday to swim.
My father attended school at Hickory Hill #1. It was located beside Playcard Swamp
Road near Wasp Branch. It stood on the little hill where the bar pit is today. The school
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children got their water from a large spring nearby. There was a large poplar stump
beside it. It is still there, but needs to be dug out and cleaned.
There were no bridges in 1919. We crossed Playcard Swamp on foot logs with a
handrail to hold onto. When there was a "freshet" the water would rise up into the wagon
or buggy when crossing Playcard Swamp. Sometimes the water would cover all of the
swamp and would be too deep to cross over.
Our roads along the swamp were mostly red clay, making them very slick and boggy
in wet weather. During heavy rains the water would run down the hill to the swamp. This
part of the road was frequently washed away and was one of the worst to keep repaired.
I remember one time when the Chain Gang came to
work on Playcard Road here at the swamp. They were
brought in cages. While they worked, some wore balls
and chains around their ankles. These were considered the
most dangerous ones. At night, they were locked inside of
the cages. They wore black and white striped clothes.
They stayed about a week. I was glad when they left! They scared me.
About every three months the road supervisor would notify people when to gather to
work on the road. They had to bring their own tools, wagons, horses or mules to use.
Long ago, cows, goats, and hogs would run loose in the woods. They would eat
acorns and grass. Sometimes, the old settlers would bum off some of the woods so the
grass would sprout out tender in the spring.
The fields were fenced with rails of lightwood. This kept the stock out of the fields.
One of the cows wore a bell around her neck. All the rest of the cows and goats would
follow her. When grandfather called her, the rest came with her.
My grandfather would give his stock some com or hay every night at a certain place
at the edge of the woods. This kept them near home.

Tales of the Ancient Oak of Playcard
On the fall of the hill, beside the road at Playcard Swamp, there once grew a huge live
oak tree. It was much larger and older than any of the other trees around it. There was a
clearing around the tree. Long fingers of Spanish moss covered the limbs of this tall old
tree, giving it a very ghostly appearance, especially at night.
Legend passed down from my grandparents was that long ago slaves were bought and
sold under this tree. Also church services would be held under this tree. I saw the remains
of old benches there when I was very young. The sounds of chains rattling have been
heard under this tree at night.
Another legend centered around this "spooky" tree was connected with a preacher.
One night the preacher was driving his horse and buggy down the hill on the Playcard
Swamp Road. As he was passing the ancient oak tree, he noticed a man standing by the
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side of the road. Stopping the horse, the preacher asked the man if he wanted to ride.
There was no answer, but the man got into the buggy. As they started down the hill, the
preacher looked more closely at the stranger. He was just sitting there beside him in the
buggy, but his head was gone!
Then the preacher became very frightened and the horse started to run! When the
preacher got the horse to slow down, he looked around and the stranger had disappeared.
Long ago, approximately 95 years ago, there was a house across the field from the
huge oak. Now only a pile of brick are left.
One day the Rev. Harmon D. Grainger was plowing the field with his mule. As he
neared the end of the field, someone shot him in the back, killing him. He was found dead
on his knees behind the horse and plow. His chin was on the round which held the plow
handles together. The mule was still standing there.
Commander Johnson was arrested and tried for this murder. He was hung from a
scaffold in the old Horry County Courthouse in Conwayboro. Johnson with the rope
around his neck said he did not kill Preacher Grainger, but he knew who did, but he
would die before he told who did.
Years later, an old religious man who was on the jury said he had always been
troubled about the hanging, possibly after hearing Commander Johnson's last words.

Early Life on Playcard, 1912-1920
Playcard Swamp has been my home since I was seven
years old. I have spent many happy hours hunting, fishing, and
playing with my four brothers and sister.
We had many turkeys, chickens, and guineas. Sometimes,
large hawks would dive down and seize one in his claws and
fly away with it.
When I was young there were not many people living here
on Playcard Swamp. Homes were far apart. Most of the social life centered around the
churches. Visiting was done mostly on Sundays. If someone in the neighborhood became
ill and was unable to work his crop in the summer time his neighbors would work it for
him.
People would have "Barn Raisings" and "Quiltings." Neighbors would be invited. The
women would prepare a lot of food and they would quilt while the men built the barn.
Most barns were made of logs and it took many men to build with logs. Tobacco barns,
smokehouses, mule stalls and other barns were built mostly of logs. The cracks were
packed with clay.
The tops of the barns and houses were covered with cypress shingles mostly. Cypress
trees from the swamp were cut into blocks and then "rived" into shingles by hand.
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The smokehouse is where our beef and pork were cured and stored. Salt was used and
a low fire was kept burning to smoke the meat also. Hickory wood was used to bum and
to flavor the meat. The smoke also kept insects away. This was done in winter since we
had no refrigeration.
My mother made our soap out of grease, lye, and water. She would boil it slowly in a
large iron pot. After a while, she would test it in a saucer of water. If it hardened in the
water, she would add some baking soda to the soap in the pot. This made it white and
puffy. When it got cold and hard, it was cut into small pieces and stored in the
smokehouse.
We drew water from a well in the backyard. A tackle, chain, and bucket were attached
to the top of the well. Some wells had a "well sweep," a long pole with a piece of iron on
the end. It was very easy to raise a large bucket of water from the bottom of the well this
way.
When the well needed to be cleaned, someone would go down into the well on a rope,
chain, or ladder, and dig some dirt out. This dirt was pulled out of the well by the well
bucket. In dry weather some wells would need to be dug deeper, also, in order to get
water.
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The well was our refrigerator. My mother would tie a rope around a jar of milk and
lower it down into the cool water. Also, we would throw cucumbers in the well to keep
them fresh and cool. They would float and we would pull them out with the well bucket.
At night, we used lamps, lanterns, and the fire in winter for light. I have studied many
nights by the lamp light or firelight from the fireplace.
There was always a job for everyone on a farm. We were taught to make little square
piles of green stovewood so that it would dry faster. This was used to heat the iron
cookstoves and to cook our food. We also had several beehives. It fell to my lot to take
the honey, because the bees would hardly ever sting me.
Also, one of my early jobs was to hand tobacco to my mother to string onto sticks. I
was so little I had to stand on a box so I could reach the tobacco leaves.
We also helped cut broomstraw. There was a large pasture below my home. Broom
sedge grew thickly there. In the winter, when the straw dried, it was about five feet tall.
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The reap hook was used to cut the broomstraw. Then it was bundled and tied with a
string. This was how we made our brooms to sweep our floors.
Later on, as we grew older, there was plenty of work to be done. In the winter, we cut
trees with crosscut saws. We had to get enough wood in the winter to last all summer. We
cut firewood for stoves, fireplaces, and to bum in tobacco barn furnaces to cure our
tobacco. Also, we cut crossties which were sold to the railroad depot agent for $2.00
each.
We were not allowed to cut wood in the summertime because bugs would come to the
scent of pines which were cut then. Then they would kill other pines when the sap was
up.
Also each fall, we raked up surf in the woods. We would haul it to the barn and put it
in the mule stalls in the barn. Each mule or horse had his own stall. Then in late winter,
the stalls were cleaned and the compost was spread out into the fields.
One of the worst jobs was "pulling fodder." When the com kernels were grown, and
the com blades were still green, we pulled fodder. We used both hands to strip the blades
down off off the com stalks. When both hands were full, we would wrap one blade
around the "hand" and tie it. Then it was hung over the ear of com to dry. We hung three
rows together. It would dry in about two days in July.
Then we tied four "hands" of fodder together. This made a bundle. Then it was carried
to the end of the row and put into the wagon. Then it was stored in the barn. Later, one
bundle was given to each horse, mile, or cow at noon and night, plus some grain.
If the fodder was left in the field, the bundles were piled in a stack at the end of the
row. The ends of the blades were turned outside to shed water. Then hay was placed on
top to keep water out.

Life on Playcard Swamp
There were no washing machines when I was young. Monday was washday. Our
water was heated in a large iron pot. Mother would soak the clothes in large wash tubs.
Then they were rubbed on tin washboards to get them clean. Then the clothes were boiled
in water, soap, and lye in the wash pot. After that, they were rinsed well and hung on a
wire clothesline to dry. Usually, it took a day to do the washing. In the winter time, it was
hard to get warm after washing clothes all day.
The next job was to iron the clothes. Iron flatirons were heated on the stove or
fireplace. Then we rubbed them on a bed of pine needles. This cleaned them and made
them very slick.
We cleaned the floors "".'ith a com shuck scrub, lye, water and soap. The scrub was a
short broad board with about twelve holes bored out. It had a long handle. Long com
shucks were soaked in water until they became soft. Then they were rolled and twisted
into the holes. This made a good brush. The floors were then rinsed with clean water. All
of the doors and windows were then opened to dry the floors.

.
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We dug white clay by the road near the ancient oak tree. This was mixed with a little
water until soft. Then it was used as a whitewash on the fireplaces and hearths.
We usually walked to church and school. Trips to town were done in a wagon or a
horse and buggy.
I have hauled many loads of fertilizer from the railroad depot at Allsbrook, which was
called Sanford then. I would drive the mules and a two horse wagon. It was very hard for
the mules to pull the wagon of fertiilizer, because the road had deep sand beds and about
half of it was so wet and boggy the mules could hardly walk.
We did not have too much to buy from town back then. We made our own grease.
When the hogs were killed in the winter time, the fat was put into a large iron pot. This
was boiled slowly until it was cooked. Then the grease was drained off and stored to use
for the coming year.
Our yards were swept weekly with yard brooms made of fine leafed gallberry bushes.
If we couldn't find this particular type of gall berry bush, we cut long, bushy reeds. When
they dried, the stems were bundled together and were wrapped with strong strings. This
made our yard brooms. They were used to sweep our yards. People did not have grass in
their yards back then. All of the grass was pulled out and the yards were swept clean.

Growing up on Playcard Swamp
I was about twelve or fourteen years old when Pa built us kids a cart. We hitched a
young bull to the cart and he pulled us around over the fields and roads.
One day we hitched the bull tothe cart and went to the woods to get a load of
"lightered." It was a Saturday and we were in a hurry, but that bull wouldn't hurry! So, as
we passed under a pine tree I reached up and got a pine burr. Then I raised the bull's tail
up and I stuck the pine burr under it. The pine burr was very rough and the poor bull
clamped his tail down tight, right on the burr.
Well, he started bellowing and jumping! I got scared and tried to lift his tail up so I
could get the burr out, but I couldn't budge it. Then he started to run! We couldn't stop
him, so we jumped out of the cart. The bull ran away with the cart into the woods. The
cart lodged between two trees and was torn to pieces.

The Steam Saw Mill
When we moved to Playcard in 1919, there was a large steam sawmill in the woods
behind where Playcard Center stands today. The old sawdust pile is still there. The mill
was owned by Mr. Charles Erby.
The steam sawmill burned pine slabs to heat water in a large boiler to get the steam to
operate the saw.
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The logs were cut with a crosscut saw and pulled or "snaked" out to a pile. One horse
called "the snaking horse" would pull the logs to an open area. This snaking horse was a
large white Clydesdale. He was blind and his name was Reuben.
Mr. Grainger, the man who worked Reuben, would sing instructions to the horse. He
did not have a line on the horse, just a harness. He would sing to tell him what to do,
where to go, and let him know if he had a big load to pull. He would sing to pull to the
right, pull to the left, or to pull just a little bit.
But when the whistle blew at 12:00, Reuben would head for the mill to get his dinner.
At night, when the knock off whistle blew, Reuben would immediately stop work and go
for his supper. His stable was also near the mill.
The logs were then pulled on to the mill with a sling cart and two mules. The sling
cart had two wheels and the axle was bowed. When the tongue of the cart was raised, the
axle was bowed. When the tongue of the cart was raised, the axle was lowered to the log
so a chain could be attached to one end of the log. Then the mules would pull the logs to
the sawmill.
A truck hauled the lumber to Allsbrook to be loaded on the railroad car. This truck
had solid rubber tires on it and they were about six inches across.
The sawdust pile was as tall as a pine tree the first time I saw it. Most of the children
would gather there on Sundays to slide down the sawdust pile on wood slabs. Slabs were
boards which were sawed off the outside of the logs. One side had pine bark on it. We
pulled the bark off and had a slick board. Then we could really travel down that sawdust
pile!
The mill operated about twelve years. When it was moved, there were still some large
pines left in places that were hard to reach.
History of the Old Prince Mill on Playcard Swamp
There are many springs around Playcard Swamp. One spring is located near the
southeast edge of the old field. Another spring is beside the old Playcard Swamp Road
near the site of Hickory School # 1 and another one is located at the head of the branch
south and behind the parking area of Playcard Center.
Long ago, a mill dam was built across the run of Playcard swamp. Dirt was hauled in
with homemade wheel-barrows to make the dam. Then a sawmill was built on the west
end of the dam and nearby a grist mill was built. This is where the dam broke. The mill
was known as the Old Prince Mill, also the milldam and millpond. The millpond covered
approximately fifty acres or more. It reached south to Chicken Coop Bay.
My father said he would carry bags of corn to the grist mill to be ground when he was
a young boy. At that time, corn would be growing in a field on the west end of the
milldam. This was around 1887.
Then a big flood came. This is how old settlers referred to it. History books mention
freshets and a big hurricane came along about this time. Two milldams were washed
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away. One was the Prince milldam. The other dam was the Blanton Milldam on Wasp
Branch. The sawmill and grist mill were washed away also. The milldam was never
repaired. Trees were growing in the old millpond when we came to live on Playcard.
The Doctor
In 1944 Raymond and Gladys and their three children lived on our farm here at
Playcard. As Gladys was expecting another child, her sister-in-law came to stay with her.
Her name was Cora, and she was very fat. She was also an old maid. She spoke a mixture
of Gullah and English dialect.
One warm, moonlit night in midsummer, Raymond came rushing to our house. He
wanted me to take him to get the doctor for Gladys. We drove to Loris and found the
doctor. He promised to come and we told him to take the path along the peanut patch to
Raymond's home.
Cora was left tending to Gladys. As Gladys' labor pains grew worse, Cora became
very frightened. She ran out of the house and hid in the peanut patch.
When the doctor reached the path along the peanut patch, he got out of this car and
started up the path to Raymond's house. He suddenly heard a woman praying and crying
out loud in the peanut patch. He found a very fat woman sitting on the ground. The doctor
asked her what she was doing out there. The only thing he could understand her to say
was, "The baby's coming!" "Tht: baby's coming!" The doctor looked around and saw only
a dim light at the house. No one seemed to be around. He said, "Come on! Get up and
let's go to the house so I can help you have this baby!"
C01:a wouldn't budge and kept repeating, "I ain't going back to that house!" When he
insisted, she became very upset and started screaming. The more he pulled and tussled
with her, the more she fought him.
Finally, she pointed to the house and said, "Baby!" Disgusted and unable to do
anything with her, the doctor decided to go to the house to find Raymond. As he entered
the house, he heard a baby cry. he found Gladys in the bed with her newborn baby.

J

Later on, I met the doctor one day. He told me what had happened and started to
laugh. He said, "I have never had anything like that happen to me before. While I was
tussling with the old maid out in the field, Gladys was having her baby in the house."
Grandma's Cat
Part of my grandparents' farm was where Pleasant Meadow Church stands today.
When they became old, two of us children were sent to spend nights with them. It was
about one-half of a mile to their home the way we went.
We had a path through the woods which was a shortcut. The next morning, we would
get up, eat breakfast, and to to school at Hickory Hill #2.
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I was around ten years old (1922) then and very easily frightened. One of the worst
things to scare me was Grandma's old cats. They would start fighting almost every night,
it seemed.
After we went to bed, they would start up. I had never heard such a fuss in my life!
They would get under the house and start howling and squalling, hissing and spitting at
each other. I would lie there so scared I couldn't go to sleep, even with the bed covers
pulled over my head.
One morning, we were sitting by the fire in the dining room. Grandma was in the
kitchen cooking breakfast. One of her old cats was lying fast asleep on the hearth. I
reached up and got a bottle of turpentine off of the mantle. Egged on by my brothers, I
poured some of that turpentine under that old cat's tail.
All at once he started to howl and spit. Then he raised his back and his fur stood
straight up. His eyes ere big and green. Then he headed straight for the door, still
squalling and spitting with his tail straight up in the air and his ears flat against his head.
Grandma said, "What in the world is the matter with that cat?"
I knew it would never do to tell her what I had done, so I finally said, "I guess he
must have burnt his foot." Anyway, the last time I saw that cat, he was flying across the
field!

The Stubborn Ox
Our neighbors had an old ox who would sull. One time they drove the ox and cart to
the woods to get a load of straw. They raked up the straw and filled the cart with a large
load. On the way home the old ox sulled. He wouldn't do anything but lie down and act
like he was dead. All attempts to get him up were useless.
Finally, they decided to wake him up. They built a fire under him. When he began to
get hot, he got up and pulled the cart filled with straw directly over the fire. Then he
stopped and sulled again. The straw and the cart caught fire and were ·completely
destroyed.

Life Styles at Playcard Swamp, 1850-1900
In olden times, most parents were very strict with their children. They were not
permitted to speak while sitting at the table except to ask for food to be passed. The
mother would wait until the family was through eating to eat her meals.
When a young man visited his girl, he would have to sit in the comer with "Pa" and
the girl would sit in the other comer with "Ma." Courting was done at home with the
fmaily present. If you went for a ride, visit, or maybe to church services, the young man
would sit in the front of the wagon or buggy with "Pa" and the girl would ride with "Ma"
in the back.
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There was not enough fun in this lifestyle for some of the young men, so they would
get things stirred up now and then.
In 1899, my Uncle Mayo and his buddy, John, were together awhile. They decided to
find Edgar, a neighbor's son who also lived in the Playcard community. After a while,
Uncle Mayo and John started to argue. Then they quarreled. They became very angry and
began to fight. They threatened to get their guns and kill one another.
Edgar was upset. He finally got them calmed down, but John left in a great rage.
Night came on, so Edgar and Mayo started home. As they were walking up Playcard
Road they were still discussing the affair. All at once, there was a loud blast from a
shotgun and Mayo fell to the ground!
Edgar was scared to death! He started to run. He ran as fast as he could to tell
Grandpa what had happened to Mayo. Grandpa's house was about a mile away. Well,
when Edgar got there, he was so exhausted he could barely breathe. Finally, he managed
to tell Grandpa, "John's killed Mayo!" Very upset, Grandpa and Edgar started down the
road to see what had happened. In a few minutes, they met Mayo walking up the road.
Edgar was so angry and disgusted he never spoke to Mayo or John again.
Dipping Day

Before the stock law was passed, cows ran loose in the woods. About three times a
year they were rounded up. All the men of the community helped do this.
The cows were driven into a large holding pen on Grandpa's farm near Playcard
Swamp. Then on Dipping Day the cows were driven through a large vat. It was filled
with a disinfectant which was furnished by the state. This kept the lice and ticks off of the
cows.
The Tanning Trough

We tanned our own leather. When cows or goats were killed, we used the hides for
harness, lines and other things. Fox and raccoon hides were also tanned and some were
sold in town.
The hides were soaked in a little lake beyond Pleasant Meadow Church. When they
became soft, they were put into a trough nearby which was dug out of a large tree. The
trough was filled with lime and water. After a while, they were removed and the hair was
scraped off. They they were resoaked in water, dried, and oiled. These hides were later
useful on the farm and in the house because they were so strong. They were cut and
shaped into horse gear, such as bridles, saddles, lines and harnesses. Some of the hides
were used to bottom chairs in the home and were very pretty.
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Horse Traders
In early years, once or twice a year the horse traders would pass along Playcard
Swamp Road. They would bring with them seven or eight mules and horses to trade to
the farmers. The mules were tied together with ropes with two or three in a bunch. They
followed the horse that the trader was riding. Sometimes they didn't even have a line on
them.
Later on, livery stables were bult in town and soon the horse trading, buying, and
swapping moved to town.

The Dream
Some of the earliest settlers of the Playcard property lived across the road from the
old Hickory School house #1. Their house was located toward the back of the large field
and was on top of a sandy hill. When we moved to Playcard, a pile of old brick and
pieces of blue and white pottery were still scattered around where the old house once
stood.
There was also a large persimmon tree and an old apple tree nearby .Every year they
would be loaded down with fruit. When the fruit was ripe, foxes , squirrels, faccoons,
opossums and birds gathered there to eat.
Our home was at the foot of the hill beside Playcard Road. We could stand in our
back door and see the persimmon tree up on top of the hill.
I was about twelve years old when something very strange happened, but no stranger
than the old trees that stood alone in the middle of a large field and on top of such a high
hill. It always seemed such a lonely and forsaken place.
One night my father dreamed someone had dug up a jug of money near the old apple
tree. The next morning this dream still seemed so real that my father could not get it off
his mind. He decided to climb the hill and look around the tree. When he got there, he
found a hole about three feet deep and three feet wide. In the bottom of the hole was the
print of a heavy jug. Returning home, he told us about his dream and what he had found
at the old place. We all went to see for ourselves. As we stood there looking at the hole,
we could only wonder what was in the jug and who had dug it up. We never found out.
My father often thought it was probably a jug of money which was buried long ago,
perhaps during the War between the States.

Explosion of Smith Sawmill
One of the worst things !O happen around Playcard Swamp area was when the Smith
Sawmill blew up on Dec. 6, 1919. It was a large steam sawmill and was located behind
the old Pleasant Meadow Church.

1
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I was seven years old when this happened. That morning, my sister, my brother, and I
were on our way to school at Hickory Hill #2. We were waiting by the road near the
church for our cousins, so we could all walk to school together.
All at once, there was an awful explosion. The ground shook like an earthquake!
Brick, brick-bats, pieces of lumber, and tin started falling all around us. I saw the sawmill
boiler in the air. It was so high that it looked about like a sheet. Then it landed about 300
yards from the mill. It fell on a large poplar tree and cut it in two. The explosion was
heard in Conway, Mullins, Loris, and Tabor City. Dishes were rattled in homes in Loris.
My two cousins were young men then and worked at the sawmill. That morning they
were on their way to work and were about 200 yards from the mill when it blew up. They
told us that Mr. Cannon was rolling logs up on the log bed to saw with a log turner. He
fell between two logs when the mill blew up. John and Mack, brothers, and also the sons
of the owner of the mill, were blown about 50 yards away. A Grainger boy was found
lodged in a tree about 200 yards away. The tree was cut down to get him out.
No one knew for sure what happened that morning to cause the mill to blow up. But
most people thought maybe the boiler was empty of water. The fire was built and the cold
water was turned into the hot boiler, causing it to explode.
We were too young then to know what had happened, but we all turned around and
ran most of the way home. There was no school that day!
Later, we went to the mill with our parents. There was a big crowd of people there by
that time. Then we saw three people lying on boards and placed on scaffolds. They were
covered with sheets. This was just about all we could stand for one day.
Night Noises
One night our neighbor, an old man named Wade Hardee, was walking down a lonely
dirt road going home. He had to pass Flea Hill Church and Cemetery. It was a spooky
place and he did not want to waste any time getting by the church, especially the
cemetery. Then, as he neared the church, he heard loud bumping noises inside the church!

I
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He stopped and listened, but could not understand what was going on inside the
church so late at night. He became very frightened and was unable to make himself go by
the church. So he scrambled around on the ground looking for something to throw.
Finally, he found a "lightered knot."
Getting up enough nerve, he threw it against the side of the church as hard as he
could. All at once and with a loud noise many things began to rush out of the church
door. Scared to death, the old man ran back down the road. A large herd of goats ran the
other way.
The old Flea Hill Church is long gone, but the cemetery remains and has been
renamed Bethany. It lies southeast approximately 1/4 mile from Playcard Center.
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Word List
Lightered knot - knot of a pine tree.
Lightwood - pine wood heavy with resin, used for kindling.

'1

Freshet - a heavy rain in a short period of time.
Reap Hook - a hand held curved cutting blade.
Rive - wrench or tear, as in making shingles.
Snake - (v) to pull, twist or tum cut trees through a wooded area.
Sull - become sullen, stubborn, and uncooperative.

Turf - top layer of the earth.
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MY HUSBAND
EDWARD EGERTON BURROUGHS,
Had so many wonderful stories to ' tell.
He had started, with a great deal of help from Lineta Pritchard, to record
some of these stories.
Some of the incidents here are results of meetings with Mrs. Pritchard;
some were found in past speeches; and some from tapes.
Edward always said that when he died and "came back", he wa~ted
to come as a captain on a river boat; an engineer on a steam locomotive;
or a drummer!
I thought that a few special people would enjoy these few stories of
a very special man.
Carolyn S. Burroughs
(Mrs. EEB)

IN MY TIME
IN MY TIME is a "jot down" of things that I have remembered over
my 78 years, along with some information about the family, business,
and community as I remember being told by others.
There is a wonderful accumulation of family and business information,
also stored records of Burroughs and Collins Company which have
accumulated over 100 years. These I should have researched (procrastination being one of my strong characteristics). I am amazed to
have accomplished what I have - no one knows the self discipline it
took to do it - if they wonder why I didn't do more.
What I am now writing is at the encouragement of my wife, Carolyn.
These are mostly incidents that she thinks are worth preserving.
I was born September 25, 1900. I was told that my brother, Franklin,
trie1d to knock. me in the head with a piece of stove wood. He might
have saved the world a lot of sadness and grief if he had been successful.
The house in Conway where I was born is still standing at the intersection
of 9th Avenue and Dog Bluff Road (9th Avenue being the Bucksville Road
at the time).
I was named for Edward Axon, my father's roommate at Bingham
Military School in Asheville, North Carolina (Edward Axon was also a
brother of the first Mrs. Woodrow Wilson). Having survived my brother 's
stovewood attack, I was a puny and sickly child and became very ill.
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My mother and father took me to Hendersonville, N.C . to my uncle and
aunt Dr. Egerton and Aunt Effie. I became desperately ill one night
and lapsed into convulsions and became unconscious . My father picked
me up and carried me down the stairs to Dr. Egerton's room and said
'·'Doc, the baby is dead." Dr. Egerton gave me some whisky and I
revived! Dr. Egerton saved my life so they changed my name from
Edward Axon to Edward Egerton. I still have a slight convulsion every
time I see a bottle of scotch and have found that it's a very effective
cure when taken in moderation.
Mr. Axon was from Texas. After finishing Bingham School, he graduzj.ed
from what was then Boston Tech (it was later changed to MIT) as a
mining engineer. He and his family had a tragic death soon after he
finished college. His horses became excited and ran off the end of a
ferr~. He and his wife and his child were drowned.
I can't remember when I became cognizant of my surroundings . The
first I remember was falling out of a buggy while the horse was tied
to a plum tree in the backyard of our new home, which was being built
at the corner of Main Street and 5th Avenue in Conway. My mother
and father were inside inspecting the new house, when I began to wail.
No damage though!
The next instance of consciousness was when the horse ran away with
my Grandmother Buck. Sister (Jessamine), and me on the way from
Snow Hill to the Gully Store (Burroughs and Collins Company) at 9th
Avenue and Elm Street, then known as Bucksville Road and Play Card
Road.
As a boy. I had a pair of goats which I could not handle. I would drag
them a block: hastily get in the wagon. and then they would run wildy
for home!
We had a cow which I had to milk, and a horse, Texas, to feed. I hauled
wood with the horse, and I remember my father sending me back to
fill up the wagon when I was trying to get by with a light toad (l received
10 cents a load). He inspected the load as I passed the Gully Store. Texas
and I got home after dark.
My first personal experience of Myrtle Beach was in 1901. The railroad
from Conway to the seashore had not been completed, and my mother
camped with my sister and me in a tent at the foot of the sand.hills
at a spot near the corner of 9th Avenue and Highway 17 at Myrtle Beach
about where the First United Methodist Church now stands: My father
rode horseback either from Conway, or from the end of the line to the
seashore. The Seaside Inn was under construction at that time and was
built by Burroughs and Collins and located between 8th and 9th Avenue
on Chester Street. There was one vast sand dune starting below Withers
Swash and reaching to Singleton Swash. The dunes were building up
larger and they didn't know anything about erosion. The dune line stood.
about to 9th Avenue and Kings Highway.
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The first activity in this area began in colonial times when Col: Withers ,
a Charleston planter, who owned large acreage in the area, Cleared a
farm off 10th Avenue North and planted indigo . There was a field that
was known as "Indigo Field" when Burroughs and Collins first began
its operation. Col. Withers' home stood between Ocean Boulevard and
Highway 17 and not too far from where the Grand Strand Amusement
Park is now located. There was nothing on the beach, really , before
1900. Burroughs and Collins had a farm and a cotton gin and that was
about all A memorable event of my childhood and one that I still enjoy is a trip
my father, mother, sister (Jessamine), and I took to New York and
Canada in 1905. We sailed from Charleston on the Clyde Line Steamer
"Comanche" to New York - I remember seeing sailing vessels - and
one day, they put up a sail on the ship. I guess they had a favorable
wind and wanted to take advantage of it.
I remember being in New York and seeing from our hotel window, a
horse eating from a feed bag. I also remember taking the streetcar and
crossing Brooklyn Bridge to visit my cousin and great aunt who lived
at Fort Hamilton in Brooklyn, overlooking the Hudson River. My great
aunt (Auntie) Mrs~ Tolar walked across the Brooklyn Bridge while it
was under construction. It must have been a wonderful place to live!
This was the age of steamships, sailing vessels and steam railroads .
It was more exciting to a boy of five then than the space age to-day.
I remember going to a department store - probably Wannamaker's and my father offered to buy me an automobile that you peddled, or
a wagon for my goats. Conway not having even a dirt sidewalk, I chose
the wagon.
From New York, we went up the Hudson River on the maiden voyage
of the Hendrick Hudson to Albany. Along the passage-way, the paddle
wheels were enclosed in glass and you could watch the wheels turn. She_
probably had a triple expansion walking beam engine. From Albany, we
went to Clayton, New York on Lake Ontario, Niagara Falls, and the
Thousand Islands, and we took a lake steamer to Toronto. From Toronto,
we went to Boston to visit my Aunt (Aunt Bell) in Cambridge, where
my mother and I came down with typhoid fever. Poor Aunt Bell, I don't
knpw how she.did it! Momma did not want to go to a hospital, and Aunt
Bell's home was a second story small wooden apartment. How she
managed and why all the family didn't have typhoid fever , I cannot
understand.
We were taken care of by a little Jewish doctor, Dr. August, and we
had two nurses . I remember they bathed me in ice water to reduce the
fever. I became delirious and they fed me with a medicine dropper
through a vacant tooth space. We must have been there two or three
months from the time that we became sick until we recuperated enough
that we could go home.
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I remember a trio of Italian Street musicians coming to the yard and
playing under our window. My mother asked them to play Humoresque
and several other pieces, which they did. I don't remember about the
trip home, other than my getting on the train in Boston with my
Grandmother Buck and Momma and we occupied a drawing room.
Mr. Power W. Bethea, manager of the-..school, was responsible for my
not getting an education. My first day in school, he sent me to his office
for talking in chapel. I met him again in the 8th grade, and I was as
scared qf him as if he were a bear! Looking back, I did make one or
two mistakes - like smoking cigarettes in the boys privy.
I must have been born with cigarettes in my mouth. I always wanted
to smoke, and I tried it - even before I was in school. Grandmother

caught me with rabbit tobacco behind the store counter. (Father hated
my smoking - he considered smoking immoral)

I remember attending a Confederate reunion held on the property where
Mr. John Spivey's house now stands, on the corner of 5th Avenue and
Beaty Street. I think I was told that General Wade Hampton was there.
(May 10, 1906)

Looking back, if I had applied myself. I could have done fairly well in
school. I resisted it with all my might! I sat behind my cousin. Marguerite
Collins. She had long, pretty brown curls with blue tips - where I dipped
them in my ink well. Uncle Don Richardson said the reason that I was
so small was that I broke myself down toting the gi-rls book bags.
Our new house was built around 1903-1904. It was a pretty wooden frame
home with a big porch around most of it and it had round colonial-styled
columns. There was a choice of building there or on a lot on Main Street
and 9th Avenue. (This was still tied up in a disputed will of Mr. Durant
who left the property in trust to his children. but such was found
unacceptable by the trustees and the estate was settled under S.C.
Inheritance laws and the property was sold to Burroughs and Collins
Company). The railroad ran down Main Street (in front of our house)
and one of the pastimes afforded by living right on the tracks was putting
money and crosspins on the tracks to be flattened as the trains sped
by . The railroad tracks were laid down in 1888, and were taken up in
1929.
It was a great day when the advance advertising car for the circus came

to town. Every barn and building in the county was covered with circus
posters. It was a lucky boy who got a circus hand bill. You carried it
in your back pocket until circus day to see if they showed what they
had advertised. If they didn't, you knew they were jips ~

The circus train unloaded and loaded in front of our home (the railroad
running down the middle of Main Street. as I said above). My ambition
at that time was ·to be a trapeze artist (or to beat the snare drums
in the band). I rigged a trapeze in the loft of our barn and I could hang
by my heels (but I never tried hanging by my teeth).
The circuses that came to Conway were the John Sparks , Cole Brothers ,
and Gentry Brothers . Todd 's Dog and Pony Show would come and stay
a week or more .

·l
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For more cultural events, we had the Lyceum and Chataqua (singers,
musicians, and speakers giving concerts, recitals under a huge tent for
a week or more). I once heard William Jennings Bryan in Hendersonville
- I didn't want to go, but I was made to go!
I have always thought the following incident \\'.Ould have made a good
Norman Rockwell picture for the Saturday Evening Post. Riding my
bicycle to deliver my valentine to my sweetheart, Marguerite Collins,
I ran into a railroad cross tie and the collision threw me, my bicycle,
and my valentine right into the mud - much to my embarrassment.
(1 don't know how old I was when most of these things were happening).
The world lost a great musician! I began taking piano, and worked
diligently for about 60 days practicing and attending my lessons . I found
out my teacher was planning a recital and I was scheduled to play a
duet - with a girl. I quit right then . and never went back.
One of my great disappointments as a young boy was hearing my father
tell someone that he was paying my wages when I worked for Mr. Little,
contractor of the Burroughs and Collins store being built downtown. Mr.
Little's son, Clyde, and I were given the job of sanding cypress panelling
used for wainscoating in the new store. I was so proud to have a job
until I heard my father say that he was paying my wages just so I'd
have a job!
We spent our summers either in Hendersonville or at the beach. Our
first beach cottage was built in 1910-1911 and was located just north of
what is now the Gay Dolphin Gift Shop. It was always full of young
and old people. We made model sailing vessels. and we made and flew
kites - my mother helped me untangle many a mile of kite string.
Moving to the beach was a task - no part of it was convenient. The
railroad ·placed a box car in front of our house in Conway. We loaded
the furniture in one end, and the cow and calf (the only milk supply),
ho~se and wag~m in the other. The family did ride in the passenger car.
The first trip I remember making from Conway to Myrtle Beach. we
crossed the river at Conway on a flat. and took the trail to the beach
riding in a homemade boxcar using crossties for seats.
I remember. too. back in about 1905, we had a bad storm at the beach.
and a sailing vessel washed ashore at Windy Hill. My father took the
family in the buggy to Windy Hill to see the shipwreck. I thought. at
that time, that it was such a large vessel. Recently. I came across a
picture of it and it was a small three masted schooner.
When we were kids at the beach. about the only problem we had was
getting the sand spurs out of our feet when we came back from a walk
to the store. You see. we had no roads at that time.
A board road was built over the high sand dunes on 9th Avenue to Ocean
Boulevard and north along Ocean Boulevard for four or five blocks. Only
one car could come down that road at a time. You couldn't pass on
it. That's how I learned to drive an automobile - backing the car out
onto the road at that time.
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I can remember having groceries delivered to our house from the store.
When the delivery boy brought the groceries, he also brought large
demijohns of deep well water. Most people in the area had shallow wells
and were afraid to drink the water from these wells because of typhoid
fever. So, when you ordered groceries from the store, you ordered one
or two of these demijohns of deep-well water.
Despite the hardships their parents faced, with the lack of good
transportation and the lack of indoor plumbing, the children loved the
beach.
Just prior to the opening of the hotel and completion of the railroad.
a whale washed ashore near the Hurl Rock area. The railroad was
completed. I understand. as far as Pine Island. and everybody in Conway
or the county who wanted to see the whale was loaded up on flat cars
and brought to Myrtle Beach to see the whale. I unders.tand that thev
cut the whale up and put him into barrels and shipped him to New York
but by the time he got there. he was too ripe to sell.
The fir.st bridge was built across the Waccamaw River at Conway about
the time of World War 1. perhaps a little before. There was no
appropriation for building a road through the river swamps so Burroughs
and Collins Company. Myrtle Beach Farms Company. and Colonel Spivey
joined together to build the bridge. and the county opened up a present
road to Socastee and on to Myrtle Beach.
When the first hoteL the Sea Side Inn. was completed. people began
to construct cottages and beach homes. The first lots were laid out and
maped by F.B. Garrett. engineer for Burroughs and Collins Company.
in May 1899. The first lot was sold to A. W. Barrette for $25.00 in 1909.
People were shy about building on the beach front.
A few beach front lots were given away free if the person agreed to
build a house costing not less than $500.00. There were probably 15 nr
20 cottages built between 1900 and the first world war.
In 1912. Burroughs and Collins Company sold a one-half interest in the
beach property to Mr. S.B. Chapin of New York and Chicago. Mr. Chapin
had a home in Pinehurst and he became interested in this area. He figured
on buying all of the property that we owned between the Waccamaw
River and the ocean. This was quite a large acreage and had very fine
hunting which he enjoyed. He spent some time having the · property
investigated but he decided that he would not buy it. When he came
down from Pinehurst, he told my father that it was not the price. but
that he did not have the management to handle and take care of the
property. So my father told him that he couldn't speak for his brother
(Donald M. Burroughs - "Mr. Don") or the other associates. but if he
was interested. they could form a company. So they got together and
formed the Myrtle Beach Farms Company. The company got its name
from the brand on the top of a potato barrel. At that time. they were
growing a lot of Irish potatoes here and he asked what they should name
the company. At the same time. he asked "What does MBF mean?"
(He was looking at the top of a barrel of potatoes). When he was told
that the potatoes were being shipped by Burroughs and Collins Company
and raised on the Myrtle Beach farm. he said "Let's call it the M!Ttle
Beach Farms Company.··
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With the beginning of the "good roads" program <which were not so
good). and the automobile. Myrtle Beach had a slow growth through
the early twenties. The Yacht Club and pier were built about 1921 <this
was later known as Ocean Plaza). Myrtle Beach continued to grow even
during the Depression. The digging of the Intracoastal Waterway contributed to the economy as did the construction of Highway 17. Myrtle
Beach was a summer resort until about twenty years ago.
ABOUT MY FAMILY
No one could have been born into a finer family. My mother's grandfather
was a Buck from Bucksport. Maine. having moved to Horry County in
the late 1840's or early 50's. He established three lumber mills on the
Waccamaw River. The Upper Mill was at his residence about 7 or 8
miles below Conway: the Middle Mill was about 3 miles below Upper
Mill and was the center of the operation and known as Bucksville.
The Lower Mill was at what is now Bucksport. The original brick
chimneys are still standing at Upper Mill and Bucksville (Middle Mill).
How he happened to select Horry County and the Waccamaw River, I
do not know. He became very prosperous (l understand that he owned
100 slaves at one time) and he built several sailing vessels at Bucksville,
including the "Henrietta".

My Grandfather Burroughs came from Martin County, North Carolina
about 1855. His ambition was to go to Texas. He came to Conway planning
to work for a year for his cousin. Jim Burroughs, in order to save enough
money to go on to Texas. (Jim Burroughs was really Jim Pulley, but
he took his mother's name - Burroughs - after escaping from North
Carolina for killing a negro - it is not known if the negro was free or
notl. Grandfather worked for a year for $100.00, and he had $50.00 left
at the end of the year. He quit "old man Jim" but he stayed in
Conwayboro where he was given the contract for building scaffolding;
for cutting some timbers to build bridges in the county; and he got a
turpentine still, and did "custom stilling."
My grandfather died in 1895 and I never knew him, but I feel that I
must have similar temperament and attitudes.
Grandfather took a partner, Mr. Singleton. He shipped rosin in sailing
vessels after floating turpentine to Pot Bluff ( 6-7 miles below Conway).
Once when Gran.dfther was shipping rosin to New York, he didn't agree
with the Bill of Lading when it was brought back to him from Pot Bluff.
He got on his horse and rode to Pot Bluff only to find the vessel already
-gone. Determined to be treated fairly, he mounted his horse again and
rode on to Georgetown, where he contacted the captain of the ship out
in the bay and said to him "Come back to the docks so we can unload
the rosin barrels to count them. If I'm wrong, I'll pay for it - if you're
wrong. you'll pay for it." The captain changed the Bill of Lading without
further ado. As my grandfather was leaving, he saw the friend to whom
he had been for advice on the matter, at the docks .
His friend had been nice to him and he decided he'd do something for
him . The gentleman was in the insurance business, so my grandfather
went to him and told him that he'd had a lot of trouble with that shipment
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of rosin and that he'd like to have it insured. His friend sold him a $2500.00
insurance policy on the shipment, and as it turned out, the vessel was
lost at sea and never heard from again. The war came on, and it was
a long time after the war before he got any kind of settlement on the
insurance. but he finally did, and that helped him get started again .
When he went to war, he left his partner to run the distilling business
of Burroughs and Singleton. While he was at war, he received a letter
from his partner saying that he wanted to hire a substitute to work for
him , but my grandfather wrote back "No." The sheriff got Power of
Attorney and liquidated the business. Grandfather got the turpentine still,
and Scott and Aunt Binah looked after it for him until after the war
- once hiding the still in the Gully Branch to protect it from the
Confederate deserters who were desperately raiding everywhere to get
food, supplies, etc . They even rolled rosin barrels into the creek to hide
them from the scalawags. Scott (a mulatto) was a distiller who worked
for Grandfather , and Scott's wife, Aunt Binah, cooked for him .
It was the still and the rosin that he returned to after the war that started

him in business again. When he went back into business, he bought the
land instead of renting it. His first partner was M. Gurganus who was
a cousin. He died shortly afterward and then Mr. Collins came on the
scene. He (Mr. Collins) was an orphan and was raised at Yauhannah,
and he had a hard time. He told his guardian that if he'd let him have
his 2 mules, he'd go out and make a living. He took the mules and came
to Conway and hired himself out to my grandfather and hauled turpentine .
He was a smart young man, and he would tell them if a certain fellow
had a good crop of boxes and thought his credit would be good, etc.,
so he worked himself into a partnership. He and my grandfather married
sisters (Mr. Collins married Laura Cooper, and my grandfather married
Adaline Cooper). Mr. Collins was Collins Spivey's grandfather.
The most remarkable thing about it is that between 1865 and 1900, my
grandfather accumulated a little over 100,000 acres of land and until we
sold not quite 20,000 acres to Boise Cascade recently, we still owned
about half of it.
A Mr. Hammacher from Pennsylvania came to Conway and ran the
sawmill for my grandfather. He wore a long tail coat and stove-top hat,
and he took up with a lady friend after being here a short while. He
got religion and wanted to join the church, so the church members met
about it and told him "No" ... knowing that he'd left a wife back home
in Pennsylvania. His reply was "I'd rather go to hell with Minnie than
return to my wife for the Lord" ....
I never met my grandfather, but I know he lived by certain rules One of them being this - If two men come to you for help and you
can only help one, no matter which one you like the best, help the one
who needs it most. He was a very honorable man and a sort of "behind
the scenes" man. He never owned a necktie in his life. He didn't need
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to look official because everybody knew he always stood behind his word.
Mr. Collins was the salesman of the two; the classic merchant and seller
of goods.
My grandparents lived at "Snow Hill". The 2 grandest places of my
childhood were Snow Hill (my grandmother was there then), and
Bucksport (Lower Mill) where Precious and Uncle Don Richardson lived.
Snow Hill had everything. It was a large 3 story house facing north.
A large oak tree stood between the house and the barns, where there
were mules, horses, cattle, hogs and sheep. The house had a cistern
to supply water. Later, my grandfather dug an artesian well and still
later, plumbing was installed. There was a wine cellar. I have a bottle
of wine that was made at Snow Hill. I always thought that Mr. Snow
was buried under the oak tree, and that's why it was called "Snow Hill".
I was sure he could be dug up literally at the bottom of those roots .
"Snow Hill" had a big heart. My grandmother and grandfather took in
the orphans, widows and the sick and needy.
B~fore the railroad, there were several ferries on the Waccamaw River
below Conway. The one most used was the Peachtree Ferry. One would
ride the horse and buggy from Conway to Bucksville and cross the river
at Peachtree and drive on to Myrtle Beach through Socastee. It was
an all day trip from Conway to Myrtle Beach at that time. Peachtree
Ferry was the last one in operation in the county.

The steamboats on the river were one of my great fascinations. My father
was once captain on one of the steamboats. Burroughs and Collins
Company operated a steam boat line from Conway to Georgetown and
also up the Waccamaw to Grahamville and on the Big Pee Dee River.
It was known as the Waccamaw Line of Steamers. The boats that they
operated were the Maggie, F.G. Burroughs, Mitchell C., and the Ruth.
These were side wheelers. They had a steam tug named the Fearless
and a gasoline boat named the Lillian - one of the first on the river.
I think Mr. H.P. Little built the Lillian and used it to tow barges of
brick from his plant, which was located about 6 miles below Conway.
Georgetown was the seaport, and it was a typical wild sort of Seaport
town.
My grandfather liked a young man who served as apprentice pilot on
one of the first boats and told him that if he'd stick with it and get
his license, he'd hire him. He did, and he and-grandfather became good
friends . He was Captain Williams, and the Maggie was named for his
daughter. The F.G. Burroughs_was named for my grandfather, and the
Mitchell C. was named for Miss Mitchell Collins (who is still living) .
The Ruth was named for my Aunt Ruth Burroughs who was drowned
at Myrtle Beach. She was the first person to drown here after the hotel
was built.
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Flatboats on the river were being pulled by negroes who often weren't
very careful about using lights on them at night. One time, a steamboat
almost ran one down and it was reported to Grandfather that Captain
Daggart would have to report it, but he would also intercede for him
to make the fine on Grandfather as light as possible. Some.one once asked
Grandfather what kind of man Captain Daggart was and he replied,
"He '11 pour turpentine in your tail and then give you sweet oil to wipe
it out with" ...
My grandfather had plans for the railroad before he died . After his death.
my father and Mr. Collins carried out his plans. It was first named the
Conway and Seashore Railroad. This being the age of the railroad boom ,
they had plans of a railroad from Sumter, S.C. to Southport, N.C. so
they changed the name to the grand sounding "Conway Coast and
Western" . However; the name change did not have much effect. They
did build the railroad to Aynor, and later sold to the Atlantic Coast Line
about 1906-1908. Times were very hard back then; wages were low; very
little money passed; and the construction labor used to call the Line
the "Cheese, Cracker and Water" .
It was a wonderful time and place to live. There were some advantages
to having the railroad in the middle of Main Street. As the train chugged
slowly up the street, late mail could be handed to the mail clerk as
the train went by. Most businessmen carried a mileage book which was
good for 1,000 miles travel and cost $25 .00. The railroad operated a "pay
train" which came on a regular schedule and paid employees in cash .
I understand that it operated over the Wilmington division and was a
holdover fram the days of very few banks.
People who complain to-day about having to lay over in Atlanta for 2
or 3 hours have no idea of how it used to be and what they are missing .
On a trip from Conway, you made connections with the Atlanta and
Wilmington Train, arriving in Florence about 6 PM. Trains had names,
but a seasoned traveler knew the numbers and would take No. 89, leaving
Florence about 8 PM and arriving in Washington in the early morning,
and in New York about 11 AM. When buying your pullman car ticket,
you asked for space in the middle of the car, if available, so as not
to be over the wheels. The porters made up your berth. You left your
shoes outside your berth so the porter could polish them, and in New
York, there was a morning newspaper at the door with your shined shoes.
To-day, you'd buy your own paper and you'd be lucky if someone didn't
take your shoes off your feet.. ..
My father asked my mother to marry him at Brookgreen gardens. They
were married at my Grandmother Buck's place (Duneen) at Murrells
Inlet. The wedding party went on the "Ruth" from Conway to Wacchesaw
and then by horse and buggy to Murrells Irilet. My mother said it was
a ra iny day , and they did not get back to Conway until late at night,
and she said that my fathe r spent most of his honeymoon helping the
pilot captain the boat!
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Mr. Scarbrough owned one of the first automobiles in Conway. His son,
Charley, took all the children to ride one afternoon, but I was afraid
to go. Later my sister and I were walking home from Snow Hill and
Mr. Charley came along and gave us a ride. Other first owners of cars
were Dr. Norton. my Uncle Arthur Burroughs, Uncle Don Richardson,
and Uncle Hal Buck. My father bought our first car in 1912. It was a
Hudson 33 - which stood for horsepower. My first contact with any of
Burroughs and Collins' property was being kicked while cranking their
Brush automobile (1 cylinder) in 1912.
Burroughs and Collins sold cars too. I remember when Uncle Hal and
I went to Columbia to get one. I knew all the makes, transmissions,
springs, and axles. I took a magazine called "Motor Age". I read it
and memorized it from cover to cover.
I went through the 9th grade in Conway, and then went to Bingham
Military School in Asheville ( 1917-1918). For a long time, I spent summers

and Saturdays clerking at Burroughs and Collins or doing other odd jobs.
I sold
grocerie~ mostly; the store being the center of activity in Conway.
If

For a while, my job at the company was in the farm credit department,
visiting the farmers who weren't repaying their loans and finding out
why they were not. This always worried me - trying to collect money
from men who didn't have it, and had worked hard trying to make it.
I once was sent to Aynor in a Model T car with $1,000.00 in cash for

the Aynor store. Holmes Rust, an auto mechanic, was sent with me to
handle the car in case anything went wrong. I have never understood
why they just didn't send him instead.
After I returned to Conway from Bingham School, I worked in the store,
and did some surveying. Mr. Cox and I surveyed the Snow Hill company
property. I stayed there for 2 years, then went to the University of South
Carolina for 2 years. I didn't like college, and I wasn't a good student
in the courses they had signed up for me. I enjoyed accounting the most
of all. After 2 years there, I left and went back to the store, and then
I worked at the Burroughs Bank and Trus.t Company (We sold to Conway
Bank about 1925). I went to Oregon and worked in a saw mill for about
6 months. I left there in 20 degrees below when Don sent me a telegram
that he would take me back.
I came to Myrtle Beach Farms Company in 1954 - about the time I

should have been retiring. I had been an active member of Myrtle Beach
Farms before then, but it's hard to believe that I sat right here at my
desk and watched it grow. It has been a big part of my life.

NO ONE could have been born at a more interesting time in history
than those of us who have lived over the past 75 years. I came along
with the horse and buggy, ox cart, sailing vessel, steam engine ... saw
the beginning of the automobile, and have lived into the jet and space
age.
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HORRY COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP 1994

Mr. Euel Akins, 1204 Walthour Road, Savannah, GA 31410
Mrs. Betty D. Allen, 5775 Highway 319, Conway, SC29526
Allen County Public Library, Acquisitions/Periodicals, Box 2270, Ft. Wayne, rN 468012270
Mr. Arthur J. Ambrose, P. 0. Box 187, Aynor, SC 29511
Mr. W. Page Ambrose, P. 0. Box 116, Aynor, SC 29511
American Antiquarian Society, 185 Salisbury Street, Worcester, MA 016091634
Ms. Jane V. Anders, 8114 Magnolia Drive, Ethel, LA 70730
Mrs. Dorothy Anderson, 2610 N. Ocean Blvd., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. Gene Anderson, 7001 N. Kings Hwy., Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Mr. Stephen Anderson, 1003 Snowhill Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Anderson, ;805 Elm Street, Conway, S. C. 29526
Mr. George L. Austin, 4566 Mandi Ave., Little River, SC 29566
Mrs. Lucy C. Avery, P. 0. Box 195, Swainsboro, GA 30401
Mrs. Douglas B. Bailey, 5504 E. Main St., P. 0. Box 95, Loris, SC 29569
Mrs. Ernestine C. Bailey, 698 19th Ave. N., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. A. J. Baker, 1007 Elm St., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Ernest F. Baker, P. 0. Box 759, Little River 29566
Mrs. Sonja J. Barbarish, 15 Liberty Dock, Sausalito, CA 94965
Ms. Brandy Barfield, 6035 Hwy 804, Conway, S. C. 29526
Mr. Daniel G. Barker 1342 Ryegate Drive, Pleasant Garden, NC 27313
Mrs. Irma B. Barker, P. 0. Box 508, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Barnhill, 920 Lancelot Drive, Florence, SC 29595
Mr. John E. Batten Ill, 825 I st Avenue North, Surfside Beach, SC 29575
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Baxley, 211 Magrath Avenue, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Bayer, 711 15th Avenue North, Surfside Beach, SC 295754304
Mrs. Sylvia L. Bell, 127 Northgate Road, Briarcliffe Acres, Myrtle Beach, SC 295725619
Dr. Heyward C. Bellamy, 6 Church Street, Wilmington, NC 28401
Mrs. Joe D. Bellamy, 906 Lakewood Avenue, Conway, Sc 29526
Mrs. Karl H. Bergey, Rt. I, Box 151 B, Norman, OK 73072
Mr. C. B. Berry, P. 0. Box 1479, North Myrtle Beach, SC 29598
Mr. David C. Berry, Horry-Georgetown TEC, P. 0. Box 1966, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Carl F. Bessent, 4405 Norwood Road, Baltimore, MD 212181121
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Blanton, 6706 Highway 19, Nichols, SC 29581
Mrs. Villon Todd Bobich, 204 Lafayette Road, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. Austin Bond, 112 Winthrop Lane, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Elma L. Bone, 5038 Red Fox Run, Tallahassee, FL 32303
Mr. Joseph Borovicka, 1220 Four Mile Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Sallie D. Bourne, 508 I Ith Avenue, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Gwen Keith Brown, 305 Filmore Drive, Great Mills, MD 20634
Mrs. P. Athena Brown, 133 Wofford Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. L. V. Bruno, 538 Knox Abbott Drive, Cayce, SC 29033
Mrs. Emily S. Bruton. 28 N. Purdy Street, Sumter, SC 291504833
Miss Rebecca Bryan. 606 Main Street, Conway, SC 29526
Capt. and Mrs. Henry L. Buck, 105 Upper Mill, Conway, SC 29527
Mrs. Annabelle H. Burroughs, 610 Lakeside Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Franklin G. Burroughs. 602 Lakeside Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. J. Benjamin Burroughs, 1102 Fifth Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Aaron J. Butler, 2463 Bulk Plant Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Jeffry Butler. 322 Rainwood Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Billy Joe Calhoun. 1306 Forest View Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Lola Frink Cameron. 190 I Ross Road, Marieta, GA 300666561
Mrs. Walker Campbell, 1102 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Ms. Gail Knight and Bryan D. Carroll. 4751 Old Irish Road. Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Isaac E. Case, Covenant Towers l I 9W, 500 I Little River Road, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Lois S. Causey, 6519 Hwy 366, Conway, SC 29526
Ms. Sherrill L. Causey, 2766 Forestbrook Road, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Ms. Jenny Cerny. 148 Citadel Drive. Conway. SC 29526
Ms. Melody Chamberlain. 319 Heritage Road. Conway, SC 29526
Lt. C. and Mrs. A. Bruce Chestnut. 414 Rum Gully Road, Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
Mr. Christopher Chestnut. 5593 Leviner Lane. Conway, SC 29526
Mr. James A. Chestnut. P. 0. Box 42206. Fayetteville, NC 28309
Cincinnati Public Library. Serials Unit. 800 Vine Street. Cincinnati, OH 452022009
Mr. Hubert C. Clemons. 2045 Green Sea Road. Green Sea. SC 29545
Mrs. Harriet L. Clifford. P. 0. Box 1583. LaMarque. TX 77568
Kimbel Library. Coastal Carolina University. Box 1954. Conway. SC 29526
Miss Annette H. Coles. 700 Laurel Street. Conway, SC 29526
Mr. John E. Coles. 4376 Creek Drive. Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
Mr. John A. Collins. 5749 Tranquil Road. Conway. SC 295277039
Mr. Ashley P. Cox. Jr., 50 I 0 ldlewood Drive. Macon. GA 312102936
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Cox. 775 Mt. Gilead Road. Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
Mrs . James C. Cox. 16 Forest Avenue. Tabor City. NC 28463
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Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Cox, Jr. , 100 Park Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. William S. Cox, 941 N . Francis St., Corona, CA 91720
Mrs. Linda Cooper Creek, 1546 Tom Moore Road , Clarksville, TN 37043
Mrs. Faye M. Creel, 2908 4th Avenue, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Mary Alice Johnson Crockett, 10700 Alloway Drive, Potomac, MD 20854
Dr. and Mrs. Nathan N. Crounse, 302 Club Circle, Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Ms. Alice R. c 'urtis, P. 0 . Box 121 , Little River, SC 29566
Mrs. Eugenia B. Cutts, 701 Elm St., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. E. E. Dargan, 11007 S. Charleston Hwy, Darlington, SC 29532
Mr. and Mrs. Norman C. Davis, 1242 Barker St., Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Barney Dawsey, 2780 Dawsey Road, Aynor, SC 29511
Mr. Carlisle Dawsey, Rt. I, #1, Aynor, SC 29511
Mrs. John Dennis, 211 Park Avenue, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Betty Dew, 3430 Hwy 701 South, Conway, SC 29527
Mr. Charles Dew, 1003 Lakeside Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Ms. Tina Dittbenner, 7285 Pawley Swamp Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Elise R. Dix, 4840 Hwy 310, Aynor, SC 29511
Mrs. Jean Powell Dozier, 7 Fox Bay Road, Loris, SC 29569
Mrs. Louise G. Dudley, Rt. 3, Box 57, Whiteville, NC 28472
Mr. Charles E. Dusenbury, 707 Burroughs Street, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Dusenbury, 1501 Madison Ave., Florence, SC 29501
Mr. and Mrs. Zackery W. Dusenbury, 4845 Hwy 701 South, Conway, SC 29527
Mrs . Dorothy G. Eaddy, P. 0. Box 1828, Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
Mr. and Mrs . Ralph T. Eller, 1504 Elm St., Conway, SC 295263440
Mr. Dick Elliott, P. 0 . Box 3200, North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
Mrs. Sandra Elliott, P. 0 . Box 282, Rockingham, NC 28379
Mrs. Donald B. Elvis, 1508 Laurel St., Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Joann C. Fairbourn, 12603 Modena Trail, Austin, TX 78729
Family History Library, Serials, 35 NW Temple St., Salt Lake City, UT 841500001
Mr. and Mrs . Robert R. Fischer, I /I I Hwy 175, #I 08, Surfside Beach, SC 29575
Dr. Jesse C. Fisher, Jr. , 106 Powell Building, Whiteville, NC 28472
Mrs . Ethel W. Flowers, P. 0. Box 223, Aynor, SC 29511
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Floyd, 504 34th Ave. North, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. June H. Floyd, Rt. 2, Box 60, Marion , SC 29571
Mrs . Rebecca R. Floyd, 3303 Dog Bluff Road, Galivants Ferry, SC 29544
Mr. Sidney T. Floyd, P. 0 . Box 26, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Frankie D. Forrest, Rt. I, Box 126-A, Cash, AR 72421
Francis Marion University Library, Serials Dept., Florence, SC 2950 I
Mrs. George W. Franklin, 2921 W. 73d St., Prairie Village, KS 66208
Mrs. A. C. Freeman, P. 0. Box 564, Springfield, GA 313290564
Mrs. Frances T. Freeman, 1135 Brookside Drive, Hanahan , SC 29406
Mrs . Kaye Frye, P. 0 . Box 13, Aynor, SC 29511
Mr. and Mrs. David Fuller, 704 Laurel St. , Conway, SC 29526
Ms Beverly Funderburg, 121 Mayberry Lane, Conway, SC 29526"
Mr. and Mrs . A. S. Furlough, 517 31st Ave., North , Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
James B. Duke Library, Periodicals, Furman University, 300 Poinsett Highway, Greenville, SC 29613000 I
Mr. and Mrs . William C. Futrill, 6780 Ramoth Drive, Jacksonville , FL 32226
Mrs. Brenda B. Gaddy, 1101 Wake Forest Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs . Berkley Gerald, 3291 E. Hwy 9 Bus., Loris, SC 29569
Mrs. Carolyn G. Golden, 620 I East Ridge, North Little Rock, AR 72118
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Goldfinch, P. 0. Box 621, Misenheimer, NC 28109
The Rev. Sydney L. Goldfinch, 2024 Lynch Court, Winston Salem, NC 27106
Mr. and Mrs . W. M. Goldfinch, Jr., 1884 Pompano Drive, Garden City Beach, SC 29576
Mr. Grover A. Gore, P. 0. Box 10365, Southport, NC 28461
Mr. Boyd D. Graham, P. 0. Box 363, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs . D. Mason Graham, Rt. 3, Box 9, Galivants Ferry, SC 29544
Mr. Ronnie B. Graham, 110 Jones St., Tabor City, NC 28463
Mr. Thomas J. Graham, 400 Morningside Drive, Miami Springs, FL 33166
Mrs. Susan C. Graves, P. 0 . Box 52, Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
Mr. and Mrs . Bob Gray, 706 47th Ave., North, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. Dan P. Gray, 3512 Hwy 50 I, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Esther N . Gray, 5410 Hampton Circle, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Frances Green, 1824 Port Kimberly, Newport Beach, SC 92660
Capt. Dick Harnly, 7655 Hooes Road, Springfield, VA 22151370 I
Mr. Alvin J. Hardee, Jr: 113 Woodland Orive, Smyrna, TN 37167
Ms. Grace Hardee, Rt. 2, Box 312, Hemingway, SC 29554
Miss Sadie Hardee, P. 0 . Box 81, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs . W. T. Hardwick, 265 Knotty Branch Road, Conway, SC 29527
Mr. Johnny Harrelson , 2445 Pee Dee Hwy, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs . Stephanie F. Harrington , 510 Fifth Aven. South, Surfside Beach, SC 29575
Mr. C. A. Harvin , Jr. , Box 266, Summerton, SC 29148
Mr. Charles W. Hawkins, Rt. 2, Box 169, Gray Court, SC 29645
Mr. Vern Hearl , 3005 Hwy 17 N Bypass, Clo LHWH, Inc., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
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Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hendrick, P. 0 . Box 446, Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
Mrs. Althea T. Heniford, 1302 N. Ocean Blvd, North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
Mr. Russell L. Hodges, 1006 Oak Street, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Holbert, 1504 Kingston Street, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Holliday, 701 Laurel St., Conway, SC 29526
Dr. and Mrs. Hal B. Holmes, 600 Lakeside Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Joyce Holmes, 600 Ermine Road #604, West Columbia, SC 29170
Mrs. Doreen Holtz, 12801 Witherspoon Road, China, CA 91710
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne E. Homan, 125 Hickory Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Belle Miller S. Hood, 4801 Pine Lakes Drive, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. Edward F. Hoy, 994 Fox Howwow Road, Apt. A, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Ed Hucks, P. 0 . Box 444, Bishopville, SC 29010
Mr. Herbert Hucks, Jr., P. 0 . Box 5193, Spartanburg, SC 29304
Mr. and Mrs. Lacy K. Hucks, P. 0 . Box 322, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Thomas C. Hucks, 3904 Woodcock Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin L. Huggins, Sr., 1995 Lee's Landing Circle, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Donald F. Inman, 1680 Anson Road, Melbourne, FL 32934
Mr. Julius B. Inman, 1946 Marion Street, Georgetown, SC 29440
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Jackson II, 6001 S. Kings Hwy, Ocean Lakes, Myrtle Beach, SC 295754935
Mrs. Pansy Page Jensen, 3906 Lochview Drive, Myrtle Beach, SC 29575
Ms. Debora D. Johnson, 2839 Alston Drive, Atlanta, GA 30317
Mr. Josh Johnson, 4487 Willow Spring Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. S. C. Johnson, 500 Ninth Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Valeria A. Johnson, 417 Sasser Lane, Conway, SC 29627
Mrs. Edwardine H. Jollie, 1951 Harris Shortcut, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Janet L. Jones, 3200 Ninth Ave., Conway, Sc 29527
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Jones, 4804 National Drive, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. and Mrs. Allen W. Jordan, 321 Edgewood Circle, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Bettie C. Jordan, 1009 Elm Street, Conway, SC 295263409
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Jordan, 525 Zion Road, Galivants Ferry, SC 29544
Mrs. Jessie C. Jordan, 3661 Jordan Landing Road, Murrells Inlet, SC 295766017
Mrs. Laura Q. Jordan, 225 Kingston Street, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. W. Derwood Jordan, P. 0 . Box 474, Pawleys Island, SC 29585
Dr. Charles W. Joyner, 1706 Driftwood Drive, Northwood, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Kelly P. Joyner, 519 37th Ave. N., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Mildred L. Kalata, 5574 Rosewood Drive, Roosewood Estates, Myrtle Beach, SC 29575
Mr. Charles L. Keams, 20 WicklitTTerrace, High Point, NC 27262
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Kemm, 2341 Steep Landing Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Randolph W. Kirkland, P. 0 . Box 626, Pawleys Island, SC 29585
Mrs. Eleanor B. Lammens, 11407 Norlain Ave., Downey, CA 90241
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Land, 112 Park Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Rembert R. Lane, 305 Jackson Lane, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. K. S. Larson, 3155 Hermitage Drive, Little River, SC 29566
Mr. Robert C. Lay, 823 Hawthorne St., Tallahassee, FL 32308
Mrs. Linda Ledger, Rt. 2, Box 49, Copperas Cove, TX 76522
Mrs. Myrtle Lesley, 1210 13th Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Catherine H. Lewis, 1409 8th Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Ms. Heather Lewis, 4325 Hwy 501 N., Conway, SC 29526
Ms. Janette Lewis, 305 Edgewood Circle, Conway, SC 29527
Mr. Robert B. Lewis, 305 Hampton Creek Ct., Columbia, SC 29209
Mr. William P. Little, Jr., 507 Main Street, Conway, SC 29526
Dr. Donald W. Livingston, 478 Burlington Road, NE, Atlanta, GA 30307
Mrs. Clara C. Lockhart, 108 Hawthorn Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Ann Childress Long, 1104 15th Avenue, Conway, SC 295263542
Mr. and Mrs. Furman Long, 2829 Long Avenue, Conway, SC 29526
Dr. J. H. Long, Jr., 320 Harvey, Avenue, Daytona Beach, FL 32118
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Long, 1207 Pickens Street, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow W. Long, 104 Country Club Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Sadie Ludlam, P. 0 . Box 4000, Darlington, SC 29532
Mrs. Rebecca A. Maples, 1507 Park Circle, Camden, SC 29020
Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Marsh, 1800 Riverside Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. James M. Marshall, P. 0 . Box 467, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Elaine T. Martin, 180 Shiloh Church Rd., Pauline, SC 29374
Mr. Gregory K. Martin, P. 0 . Box 736, ~onway, SC 29526
Mr. Mark Martin, 14 Evergreen Circle, Myrtle Beach, SC 295754737
Mr. Mike Martin, Box 304, Loris, SC 29569
Mr. W. D. McCormack, 9408 Cove Drive, Myrtle Beach, Sc 29572
Mr. Charles D. McCown, 1401 Fairfax Road, Florence, SC 29501
Mr. and Mrs. K. 0 . McCracken, 3119 Landgrant Drive, Timmonsville, SC 29161
Dr. Gwyn G. Mccutchen, 3681 Spivey Street, Loris, SC 29569
Ms. Cheryl P. McDaniels, Gore Family Projects, 344 E. 28th St., New York, NY 100 16
Mrs. Brenca L. McDowell, 74 18-9 Myrtle Grove, Wilmington, NC 28409
Mrs. Dena D. McGinn, 510 9th Ave., Conway, SC 29526
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Mrs. Frances D. McGinn, P. 0. Box 424, Aynor, SC 29511
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Mciver, 210 Jessamine Street, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. B. R. McKinney, 3803 Pine Knoll Ct., Martinez GA 30907
Mrs. Hoyt McMillan, 904 Kingston Lake Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Cdr. Elbert N. McWhite, 110 Wofford Circle, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Arthur Meares, 225 E. College St. , Whiteville, NC 28472
Dr. LaRue M. Medlin, 127 Citadel Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Tom Merrell, 104 Holly Lane, Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Mr. Brian E. Michaels, I 08 Thicket Lane, Palatka, FL 32177
Mr. James L. Michie, 513 10th Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar R. Miller, 5308 Whitesburg Dr., Huntsville, AL 35802
Mr. Donald E. Milligan, 3656 E. Frankfort Street, Tucson, AZ 85706
Mrs. Laura L. Mitten, 180 W. 58th St., IOF, New York, NY 10019
Mrs. Teresa W. Moise, 1556 Colts Neck Road, Loris, SC 29569
Mr. M. L. Montgomery, 1149 Hwy 90, Conway, Sc 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd K. Moore, 404 Batiste Lane, Jonesboro, GA 30236
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Moore, 1501 Lakeland Drive, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Flossie S. Morris, Jordan Care Center, Hwy 378, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Nell G. Morris, P 0 . Box 811 , Hemingway, SC 29554
Mr. Bill Mosley, 3923 Heartland Way, Turlock, CA 953827225
Ms. Sherry T. Murrell, 2487 Hwy 905, Conway, SC 295266856
Ms. Jean M. Myers, 4458 Willow Spring Road, Conway, Sc 29527
Mrs. Frances H. Napier, 577 Black River Road, Georgetown, SC 29440
Mrs. Nancy S. Nelson, 43 Holland Drive, Castle Hayne, NC 28429
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Nicholson, P. 0 . Box 54, Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
Mr. David S. Nye, Jr., 213 Park Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. H. Fred Oehler, 412 29th Ave . N., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. Norman L. Page, 6617 Malvey Ave., Fort Worth, TX 76 116
Mrs. Edna E. Parker, 1308 9th Ave. , Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Franklin M. Patrick, 808 48th Ave. North, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Annie Paul, Rt. 2, Box 875, Gresham, SC 29546
Mr. L. W. Paul, P. 0 . Drawer 1037, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. James R. Payne, 2565 Redfield Drive, Norcross, GA 30071
Mrs. Ruby G. Perkins, 1730 E. Earll Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85016
Mr. Bennie M . Pinner, 16 S. Dogwood Drive, Surfside Beach, SC 29575
Ms. Marsha Platt, 936 Forest Loop, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. A Charles Platt, 1565 Greentree Pkwy, Macon, GA 31210
Mrs. Sara Potter, 2924 Matthews-Mint Hill Road, Matthews, NC 28105
Ms. Ava A. Prater, 1128 S 33rd St., Omaha, NE 68105
Mr. and Mrs. Eldred E. Prince, P. 0. Box 36, Loris, SC 29569
Mrs. Margaret S. Prince, 321 Hwy 67 West, Loris, SC 29569
Mr. William G. Prince, 2418 Robin Crest Dr., West Columbia, SC 29169
Mr. Douglas C. Proctor, 3700 Peggy Lane, Mint Hill , NC 28227
Dr. Eugene C. Proctor, 907 Elm St., Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Nancy H. Prosser, 1917 Howe Spring Road, Florence SC 29505
Mrs. Ellen L. Pye, 3 Aintree Ave. , Charleston, SC 294057603
Mrs. Cora P. Reames, 400 66th Ave. North , Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. Earnest Reaves, 7711 Don Dr. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87114
Ms. Martha Reaves, 6500 Inman Circle, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Ralph Reaves, 525 Golden Meadow NW, Albuquerque, NM 87114
Mrs. Sylvia Cox Reddick, 210 12th Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Dr. Philip N . Render, P. 0 . Box 15128, Surfside Beach, SC 295875128
Ms. Helen A. Richardson , 5000 Enoch Road, Conway, SC 29526
Ms. Winifrede H. Richardson, 607 Burroughs St., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Billy V. Roberts , P. 0 . Box 152, Myrtle Beach, SC 29578
Mrs. Kathleen C. Roberts, 120 Sunset Drive, Warner Robins, GA 31088
Mr. William C. Roberts, 76 Cedar Lane, Briarcliffe Acres, Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Mrs. Margaret C. Robinson, 11800 Bollingbrook, c/o Mrs. Marsland, Richmond , VA 23236
Mrs. Betty Rodgers, 865 Mill Creek Road SE, Bolivia, NC 28422
Mrs. Barbara G. Rogers, 1303 6th Ave., Conway, SC 295264205
Ms. Kate H. Rogers, 801 Burroughs St. , Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Sylvia S. Rogers, 2627 Front St., P. 0 . Box 471 , Georgetown, SC 29442
Col. and Mrs. Richard F. Ropp, 502 Lakewood Avenue, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Roberta W. Rust, 502 5th Ave. South, North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
Mrs. James D. Sanders, 906 5th Ave. , Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Eugene Sasser, 3429 Gurley Road, Lori s, SC 295 69
Dr. Marshall C. Sasser, 23 49 Steep Landing Road , Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Walter H. Schramm, Six Kell ogg Drive, Centrali a, MO 65 240
Mrs. Donna R. Scott, 5500 Backwoods Road, Lot 33 -B, Myrtl e Beach, SC 295 77
Mrs. Linda Page Scranton, 301 Club Drive, Dunes Section, Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Mrs. Mary D. Seegers, 60 NE 125th St., North Miami , FL 33 16 1
Mr. Roland Shelley, 602 Main Street, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Singleton, 18 5 Quail Run , Conway, SC 29526
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Mr. and Mrs. R. Grant Singleton, 7704 Beach Drive, Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Mr. Dock H. Skipper, 94 Sunrise Drive, Eufaula, AL 36027
Mr. Al Smith, 703 16th Ave., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. C. Foster Smith, 3400 North Kings Hwy. , Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Ms. Carolina V. Smith, 34pp N. Kings Hwy, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. and Mrs. David Bomar Smith, 701 Laurel St., Conway, SC 29526
Dr. J. Marcus Smith, 407 N . 38th Ave., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Shirley C. Smith, 514 Myra St., Neptune Beach, FL 32266
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Smith, 4265 Williamsburg Drive, Columbia, SC 29203
Capt. Wade L. Smith, 2d General Hospital, CMR 402, Box 1897, APO AE 09180
Miss Evelyn Snider, 801 6th Ave. , Conway, SC 29526
South Carolina State Library, P. 0 . Box 11469, Columbia, SC 292111469
South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin H. Spivey, 7601 N. Ocean Blvd., 3-B, Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Mr. Bennett Odom Stalvey, Jr., 622 Dawnwood Lane, Hendersonville, NC 28739
Mr. Ronald J. Stalvey, Sr., JO Laurel St., Apt. 5, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Stanley, 5611 Main Street, Loris, SC 29569
Mrs. Glenda C. Stephens, 1832 Jameston Drive, Charlotte, NC 28209
Ms. Tracy Stevens, 1900 Harris Shortcut, Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. H. 0 . Stogner, Jr. , 428 Kingston St., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Edward C. Suggs, 4932 Circle Drive, Loris, SC 29569
Mr. Huger S. Suggs, Sr. 2552 Hwy 19W, Loris, SC 295697849
Sun News Library, Sun News, P. 0. Box 406, Myrtle Beach SC 29577
Ms. Betty Anderson Taylor, 3350 Forestbrook Road, Myrtle Beach, SC 295777931
Mr. John C . Thomas, P. 0 . Box 1753 , Conway, SC 29526
Miss Margaret E. Thomas, 514 Prince St., Georgetown, SC 29440
Mrs. Wyness L. Thomas, 5059 Thomas Road, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Z. M. Thomas, Jr. , 404 35th Ave., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Nila J. Tingleff, 4130 Spartan Lane, Stone Mountain, GA 30083
Mrs. Virginia Dunn Tinkle, Rt. I, Box 269, Eustace, TX 751249618
Mrs. Ann C. Tippins, 9100 Kings Road, Dunes Section, Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Mr. Barney M. Todd, 1638 Aldrich St. , Aiken, SC 298014144
Mr. Dennis E. Todd, 1113 Pine Street, Cayce, SC 29033
Mr. Donald Todd, 5286 Hwy 905, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald P. Todd, P. 0. Box 3250, Myrtle Beach, SC 29578
Mrs. Marion P. Tucker, 3852 Willow Spring Road, Conway, SC 29527
Miss Miriam P. Tucker, 3852 Willow Spring Road, Conway, SC 29527
Ms Diana Turlington. 3006 Jefferson St., Tampa, FL 33603
Mr. John M. Urban, 404 Wild Ginger Ct., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Ms. Joyce J. Utt, 3008 Church St., Unit D-1, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Vaughan. 357 London Blvd, Portsmouth, VA 237042800
Ms. Addie Mac Vaught, Rt. 2, Box 884, Galivants Ferry, SC 29544
Mr. T. C. Vaught. P. 0 . Box 1485, Roseboro, NC 28382
Ms. Ethel J. Vereen, 256 Maple Road. Lexington, SC 29073
Mrs. Leona Vereen, 215 3d Ave .. N., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mr. and Mrs. Rayford Vereen, P. 0. Box 352, North Myrtle Beach, SC 29597
Mrs. Bernice G. Vrooman , 103 Woodland St., Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Loman 1-1. Waller, 404 64th Ave. North. Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
Washington Memorial Library, Genealogical Dept., 1180 Washington St., Macon, GA 3120 I
Mr. Hubert C. Watson. P. 0 . Box 416. Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Patricia S. Watson, 820 Fairway Ridge Dr.. West Jefferson, NC 28694
Dr. Randall A. Wells, 119 Erskine Dr. . Conway. SC 29526
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Wesner. 108 Morton Circle, Forestbrook. Myrtle Beach, SC 295777124
Mrs. Grace W. White. 209 Lakeland Dr.. Conway, SC 29526
Mrs. Marion F. White. P. 0 . Box I 06. Ellabell. GA 31308
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Whiting. 265 Brown Swamp Road , Conway, SC 29527
Mr. and Mrs . John P. Williams. 500 Blackstone Drive. Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Mrs. Moody Williams. c/o Elise Nations. Rt. 2. Box 314, Hemingway, SC 29554
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Wilson. Ill. P. 0 . Box 476, Conway, SC 29526
Mr. Mark Wilson. 902 Elm St. . Conway. SC 29526
Mr. Robert G. Wilson. I 03 Country Club Dr.. Fayetteville, NC 28301
State Historical Society of Wisconsin. Acquisitions Section, 816 State Street, Madison, WI 537061488
Mrs . Janice T. Wood. 2680 Buyck Road. Titus. AL 360807508
Mrs . Janet II . Woodard. I Darien Drive. Charleston. SC 29414
Mrs. Robert Woodle. 3490 llwy 701 Soujh. Conway. SC 29526
Mrs . Bobbiclu I.. Woodward . 5044 Fox Forest Circle. Lilburn. GA 30247
Dr. W. M. Woodward . I 0 C Farmticld Ave .. Charleston . SC 29407
Mrs . Sandra Bellamy Wn:nn. P. 0 . Box #5. Little River. SC 29566
Dr. I knry N. Wright. 4 I 5A N. 7th St.. Smithfield. NC 27577
Mr. Richard Wright. 6 Orange St.. Tabor City. NC 28463
Yale University Library. Serials Support Team. P. 0 . Box 208240. New Haven. CT 06520
Mr. 1larold Yoder. JJ 12 Kates Bay Hwy . Conway. SC 295 27
l\trs. Yvette A. Young. P. 0 . Box 1111. Tav ares. FL 32778 1111
Mr. and Mrs . David Z inman. 55 Inwood Avenue. Point Lookout. NY 11569
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